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We investigate the possibility for classical metric signature change in a straightforward generalization of
the first-order formulation of gravity, dubbed “Cartan gravity.” The mathematical structure of this theory
mimics the electroweak theory in that the basic ingredients are an SOð1; 4Þ Yang-Mills gauge field Aabμ
and a symmetry breaking Higgs field Va, with no metric or affine structure of spacetime presupposed.
However, these structures can be recovered, with the predictions of general relativity exactly reproduced,
whenever the Higgs field breaking the symmetry to SOð1; 3Þ is forced to have a constant (positive) norm
VaVa. This restriction is usually imposed “by hand,” but in analogy with the electroweak theory we
promote the gravitational Higgs field Va to a genuine dynamical field, subject to nontrivial equations of
motion. Even though we limit ourselves to actions polynomial in these variables, we discover a rich
phenomenology. Most notably we derive classical cosmological solutions exhibiting a smooth transition
between Euclidean and Lorentzian signature in the four-metric. These solutions are nonsingular and arise
whenever the SOð1; 4Þ norm of the Higgs field changes sign; i.e. the signature of the metric of spacetime is
determined dynamically by the gravitational Higgs field. It is possible to find a plethora of such solutions
and in some of them this dramatic behavior is confined to the early Universe, with the theory asymptotically
tending to Einstein gravity at late times. Curiously the theory can also naturally embody a well-known dark
energy model: Peebles-Ratra quintessence.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.063542 PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
As more and more cosmological data pour in, the
question remains open as to the need, or not, for mod-
ifications to the theory of general relativity (see, for
example, [1–3]). Most modifications of gravity in a
cosmological setting begin from the second-order metric
formulation. In this paper we explore the cosmological
behavior of a straightforward generalization of the first-
order formulation of gravity called Cartan gravity. The
mathematical structure of this theory mirrors in key aspects
the spontaneous symmetry breaking models of particle
physics. It will be shown that such an approach suggests
modifications of gravity which would not have been readily
considered within the second-order formalism. As we shall
demonstrate in this paper, such generalizations exhibit
interesting and exotic phenomenology, in particular with
regards to the issue of classical signature change in
cosmology.
The standard (second-order) description of the gravita-
tional field is provided by Einstein’s theory of general
relativity, wherein the gravitational field is described solely
in terms of the metric tensor gμν. Up to the Hawking-
Gibbons-York boundary term, the dynamics is given by the
Einstein-Hilbert action:
SEH½gμν ¼
1
16πG
Z
ðR − 2ΛÞ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp d4x: (1)
When considered alongside the matter content of the
standard model of particle physics, this theory has enjoyed
considerable success in describing the observed properties
of space and time on solar system scales. On larger scales
yet (ranging from galactic scales to the largest known scales
in the observable Universe) its success is more conditional.
What seems unambiguously true is that to successfully
account for observations on these larger scales it is
necessary to introduce an additional gravitating component
of the Universe, dark matter. Furthermore, even given this
additional ingredient there seems to be considerable evi-
dence that yet another new dynamical component is
involved in the cosmological history, the dark energy.
Whether dark matter and dark energy may be regarded
as additional matter fields or symptomatic of shortcomings
in general relativity has been the subject of considerable
research (see [1] and references therein).
The majority of research into possible modifications to
gravity has adopted the metric formalism as a starting point.
For example, the addition to the action (1) of a term
quadratic in the Ricci scalar [4] appears to do well as an
inflaton surrogate [5], capable of generating primordial
fluctuations. As an alternative explanation of late-time
acceleration, authors have considered the effect of the
addition of other curvature invariants [6–10] or new
gravitational scalar fields [11,12]. As an alternative explan-
ation of the effects attributed to dark matter, additional
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scalar and vector fields and tensor fields in the gravitational
sector have been considered [13–21].
The metric formalism, however, is not the only descrip-
tion of gravity that can claim to be “unmodified gravity.”
An alternative comes in the form of Einstein-Cartan gravity
where the descriptors of the gravitational field are a gauge
field for the Lorentz group [i.e. the special orthogonal
group SOð1; 3Þ] ωIJ ≡ ωIJμdxμ and a Lorentz-vector-val-
ued one-form eI ≡ eIμdxμ (here I; J;… ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3). These
fields are, respectively, referred to as the spin connection
and the cotetrad and have dynamics described by the
following action1:
SPH½eI;ωIJ ¼
Z
1
32πG

ϵIJKL

eIeJRKL −
Λ
6
eIeJeKeL

−
2
γ
eIeJRIJ

; (2)
where RIJ ≡ dωIJ þ ωIKωKJ. This action is equivalent to
the Einstein-Hilbert action (with coincident definitions ofG
and Λ) only when eIμ has an inverse (i.e. there exists a well
defined vector field eμI which satisfies eμIeJνηIJ ¼ δμν). If the
spin density generated by fermionic matter (which in turn
sources torsion) is zero, the term involving γ (theHolst term)
is a boundary term and so does not then contribute to the
dynamics of matter and gravity. Since the ensuing gravita-
tional effect of the spin density is typically very small we
recover all the predictions of general relativity. As an aside
we note that one may also construct Lagrangians that are
SOð1; 3Þ invariant and nonpolynomial in ωIJ and eI . This
has been the approach of Poincaré gauge theory which, in
addition to terms present in the constant ϕ limit of (5),
contains more general terms in the torsion TI . This is made
possible by use of the tetrad eμI in the Lagrangian [22–27].
Therefore the Einstein-Cartan model is a slight gener-
alization of general relativity in that it does not presuppose
that the metric gμν ≡ ηIJeIμeJν is invertible and so is expected
to contain more solutions than general relativity, even when
torsion vanishes. However, importantly, it can serve as a
starting point for interesting modifications to gravity that
may be very difficult to arrive at if beginning from a purely
metric formalism [28]. Indeed, this approach is largely
unexplored compared to the modified gravity literature that
takes a metric view of spacetime. In this paper we will
explore the cosmological consequences of one of these
modifications: Cartan gravity with dynamical symmetry
breaking.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. IIwe present an
introduction to gravity as a gauge theory for the de Sitter
group and explain how comparison to the electroweak
model suggests a straightforward generalization by allowing
its Higgs field to be a truly dynamical field. We will refer to
such gauge theories as Cartan gravity due to their math-
ematical ingredients being those of Cartan geometry [29]. In
Sec. III we introduce the dynamics of the model and discuss
how a general-relativistic limit may be obtained. In Sec. IV
we highlight the ability of Cartan gravity to dynamically
determine the signature of spacetime, including the pos-
sibility of signature change, the main focus of the rest of the
paper. In Sec. V we develop the formalism necessary to
examine spatially homogeneous and isotropic cosmologies
in Cartan gravity. In Sec. VIwe present an exact solution to a
subcase of the general Cartan gravity action which displays
classical change of metric signature. In Sec. VII we examine
how this solution is affected by the presence of certain other
terms in the action, in particular focusing on the recovery of
vacuum general relativity. In Sec. VIII we demonstrate that
another subcase of the Cartan gravity is equivalent to a
Peebles-Ratra “rolling-quintessence” model.
II. CARTAN GRAVITY WITH DYNAMICAL
SYMMETRY BREAKING
Let us consider the basic ingredients of the Einstein-
Cartan model. The field ωIJ is an SOð1; 3Þ gauge field and
as such is one of many known gauge fields in physics
(alongside the gauge fields of the standard model of particle
physics). The cotetrad eI , taken as a fundamental field, has
no analog within Yang-Mills gauge theory: it possesses a
spacetime index like a gauge field but does not transform as
a gauge field under local SOð1; 3Þ transformations.
However, as understood by MacDowell and Mansouri
[30], and later elaborated upon by Stelle, West, and
Chamseddine [31,32], one can regard gravity as a sponta-
neously broken Yang-Mills type gauge theory. The idea is
to enlarge the gauge group from the six-dimensional
SOð1; 3Þ to one of the ten-dimensional groups SOð1; 4Þ,
SOð2; 3Þ, and ISOð1; 3Þ, corresponding respectively to the
de Sitter, anti–de Sitter, and the Poincaré group. Here we
shall restrict attention to the de Sitter group.
Cartan gravity is based upon two objects which admit a
crisp geometrical interpretation [33]: an SOð1; 4Þ gauge
field AabðxÞ≡ AabμðxÞdxμ (where a; b;… ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3; 4)
and an SOð1; 4Þ-valued Higgs field field VaðxÞ. We then
imagine a physical situation where V2 ≡ ηabVaVb ¼ const,
where ηab ¼ diagð−1; 1; 1; 1; 1Þ is invariant under SOð1; 4Þ
gauge transformations. If V2 > 0, then we may locally
choose a gauge where Va ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V2
p
Þ. The group of
SOð1; 4Þ transformationsΛabðxÞ that leaves this form of Va
unaltered is simply the Lorentz group SOð1; 3Þ. As such we
can see that the components of the covariant derivative
DμVa ≡ ∂μVa þ AabμVb orthogonal to Va (i.e. DμVI ≡
1For notational compactness we denote the wedge product
y∧z between differential forms y and z simply as yz. For example,
if y is a one-form and z is a three-form, then we haveR
yz¼R y∧z¼ 1
3!
R
yμzνσδdxμ∧dxν∧dxσ∧dxδ¼ 13!
R
εμνσδyμzνσδd4x,
where εμνσδ is the contravariant Levi-Civita density related
to the covariant one ϵμνρσ as εμνρσ¼gμαgνβgργgσδεαβγδ¼gϵμνρσ ,
where g ¼ detðgμνÞ and ϵ0123 ¼ ε0123 ¼ þ1.
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∂μVI þ AI4μV4 ¼ AI4μV4 with I ¼ 0;…; 3) transform as
an SOð1; 3Þ vector while possessing a spacetime index
precisely as the cotetrad eI does. Additionally, it follows
that components of the gauge field AIJ transform in the
same manner as ωIJ, i.e. as an SOð1; 3Þ-valued gauge
connection. It can be shown [29,31,34] that the following
SOð1; 4Þ covariant action corresponds precisely to the
Einstein-Cartan theory:
SSW ½Aab;Va;λ ¼
Z
ðαϵabcdeVeFabFcdþ λðV2−V20ÞÞ; (3)
where Fab ≡ dAab þ AacAcb and the Lagrange multiplier
four-form field λ enforces the fixed-norm constraint on
V2 ¼ V20 so as to have symmetry breaking down to
SOð1; 3Þ. It may be checked that 16πG ¼ −V0=4α,
Λ ¼ þ3=V20, and γ ¼ ∞.
Some preliminary comments are in order. First we note
that the action (3) only contains the two variables Va and
Aab: neither metric nor an affine structure of spacetime are
presupposed in this formulation of gravity. In fact, it is the
presence of the symmetry breaking Higgs field Va that
allows for nontrivial dynamics and actions which are not of
topological character. Secondly we note that the construc-
tion mirrors that of the electroweak theory. In the electro-
weak theory we have an SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ-valued Yang-Mills
gauge field B and a symmetry breaking SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ-
valued Higgs field Φ which serves to break the electroweak
symmetry leaving the remnant symmetry Uð1Þ of electro-
magnetism. We can also note that in both cases the Higgs
field possesses a single degree of freedom, namely the norm
(i.e.V2 orΦ†Φ), which is not a gauge degree of freedom and
is left untouched under actions of the respective gauge
group. However, a glaring dissimilarity between the action
(3) and the electroweak theory is thatwhile theHiggs field of
the electroweak theory is treated as a genuine dynamical
field (so that the gauge-independent degree of freedomΦ†Φ
is subject to nontrivial equations of motion) the Higgs field
of Cartan gravity is typically treated as a nondynamical
object subject to a restriction V2 ¼ const via a Lagrange
multiplier. This appears ratherad hoc from the perspective of
the electroweak theory.
The electroweak theory therefore suggests a natural alter-
native to (3). Instead of imposing V2 ¼ const we should treat
Va as a genuine dynamical field and provide dynamical
equations of motion for Va to dictate its behavior. As such the
norm V2 can vary and there is no a priori reason to expect Va
to be always spacelike. If the Einstein-Cartan theory is
recovered by fixing the norm of Va, a generalization of the
Einstein-Cartan model (i.e. a modification of gravity) will
follow from allowing Va to vary freely. However this
“modifiedgravity” theorywouldnot beeven remotelyobvious
taking the second-order formalism as the starting point.
III. POLYNOMIAL ACTION AND
GENERAL-RELATIVISTIC LIMIT
It is straightforward to write down the most general de
Sitter invariant action which is polynomial in the varia-
bles fAab; Vag:
S½Aab; Va ¼
Z
ða1ϵabcdeVe þ a2VaVcηbd þ a3ηacηbdÞFabFcd þ ðb1ϵabcdeVe þ b2VaVcηbd þ b3ηacηbdÞDVaDVbFcd
þ c1ϵabcdeVeDVaDVbDVcDVd: (4)
Though this action may look unfamiliar, we can see that it takes on a familiar form in regimes where V2 ¼ ϕ2 > 0, where ϕ
is now a dynamical field; i.e. it is freely varied and its behavior is determined, like that of the other fields, by the equations of
motion and Lagrange multiplier fields are absent. When the above inequality is satisfied, the symmetry is broken down to
SOð1; 3Þ and we may identifyDVI with eI and AIJ withωIJ. The resulting action, up to boundary terms, takes the following
form in an SOð1; 4Þ gauge where Va ¼ ϕδa4, with a ¼ fI; 4g:
SL½ϕ; eI;ωIJ ¼
Z
1
32πGðϕÞ

ϵIJKL

eIeJRKL −
ΛðϕÞ
6
eIeJeKeL

−
2
γðϕÞ eIeJR
IJ

þ ðC1ðϕÞϵIJKLRIJRKL þ C2ðϕÞRIJRIJ
þ C3ðϕÞðTITI − eIeJRIJÞÞ; (5)
where
16πGðϕÞ ¼ ϕ
2ð−2a1 þ b1ϕ2Þ
; ΛðϕÞ ¼ 6 ða1 − b1ϕ
2 þ c1ϕ4Þ
ϕ2ð2a1 − b1ϕ2Þ
;
γðϕÞ ¼ 2 ð2a1 − b1ϕ
2Þ
ða2 þ b3Þϕ
; C1ðϕÞ ¼ a1ϕ; C2ðϕÞ ¼ a3;
C3ðϕÞ ¼
2a3
ϕ2
þ
Z
ϕ

2a3
ϕ04
þ a2
ϕ02
þ b2
2
þ b3
ϕ02

dϕ02 þ a2 (6)
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and where TI ≡ deI þ ωIJeJ is the torsion. Note that ϕ
appears only algebraically, but in fact this is merely a relic
of the first-order formalism. Subcases of (5) correspond to
scalar-tensor theories when converted into second-order
language (see, for instance, [35]). This “algebraic relic” is
analogous to the fact that eI appears only algebraically in
the action (2) but the metric from which it is derived
appears in (1) via its first and second derivatives. The
reason for this is that the dynamics constrainωIJ to be equal
to derivatives of eI . Upon inclusion of a ϕ dependence on
C3 it can be shown that ωIJ will additionally depend upon
derivatives of ϕ. However, if it is C1 and/or C2 which
contain a dependence on ϕ, it may be shown that one can
no longer solve algebraically for all ωIJ: parts exist that
obey their own differential equation of motion. In these
theories then, parts of the spin connection (specifically
parts of the “contorsion form”) propagate and represent
new degrees of freedom in the gravitational sector.
It is worth noting that the various terms in the action (5)
have already separately been explored in the literature:
(i) If it is only γ that depends on ϕ, then we recover the
dynamical Immirzi parameter model of [36–38].
(ii) If if is only only C1 that depends on ϕ, then we
recover the scalar-Euler form gravity model of [28].
(iii) If it is only C2 that depends on ϕ then, we recover the
first-order Chern-Simons modified gravity model
of [39,40].
(iv) If it is only C3 that depends on ϕ, then we recover the
Nieh-Yan gravity model of [35].
(v) It was shown in [41] that the simple action consist-
ing of only b1 and b2 terms corresponds to the
extensively studiedPeebles-Ratra rolling-quintessence
model [42].
In the limit of constant ϕ, the action (5) corresponds to
the most general SOð1; 3Þ invariant polynomial action that
can be constructed from eI and ωIJ [43]. The now-constant
functions fG;Λ; γ; Cig admit familiar interpretations: the
number G is Newton’s constant; the number Λ is the
cosmological constant; the number γ is the Barbero-
Immirzi parameter; and the numbers Ci are constants multi-
plying, respectively, the Euler (C1), Pontryagin (C2), and
Nieh-Yan (C3) boundary terms. General relativity in its
Einstein-Cartan form is therefore exactly reproduced when-
ever V2 ¼ const. This provides us a clear general-relativistic
limit for the Cartan model, corresponding to V2 → const.
Departures from general relativity in the action (5) are
therefore encoded entirely in the dependence of any of
fG;Λ; γ; Cig upon a nonconstant ϕ (which in turn is con-
trolled by the fai; bi; cig parameters of the original action).
In considering the nature of these departures, one may
worry about the nonpolynomial appearance of the field ϕ in
(5) and the implications this may have for stability of the
theory. This is, however, of course,merely a relic of the use of
the “compound” variable eI: for example the polynomial
termAI4A4J becomes− 1ϕ2 e
IeJ. In the following calculations
wewill instead opt to use variables constructed fromAab and
Va such that the Lagrangian remains polynomial.2
IV. THE PROSPECT OF SIGNATURE CHANGE
IN THE NEW THEORY
The coupling between the Einstein-Cartan fields
feI;ωIJg and ϕ described by (5) allows for a considerable
amount of modification to standard gravitation. However,
these modifications cover only regimes where the SOð1; 4Þ
norm of the Higgs field satisfies V2 ¼ VaVa > 0, some-
thing which is not imposed as a constraint. If, for instance,
there exist solutions where V2 < 0 over some region of the
spacetime manifold, then the remnant symmetry of the
theory is not SOð1; 3Þ but instead SOð4Þ, i.e. the four-
dimensional Euclidean group, and one may utilize a gauge
where Va ¼ ψδa0 , with a ¼ f0; Ig (where I ;J ;… now
represent four-dimensional Euclidean indices). Then one
may deduce an analog to (5) describing a very general
coupling of a scalar field ψ to Euclidean Einstein-Cartan
gravitational fields ωIJ ¼ AIJ and eI ¼ DVI . In the limit
ψ → const it may be seen that Euclidean Einstein-Cartan
gravity with a cosmological constant plus boundary terms
is recovered.
Therefore, as Va is now regarded as a genuine dynamical
field with its own equations of motion, it is conceivable
that there exist solutions where V2 changes sign, and thus
the signature of spacetime changes, in the sense that the
remnant symmetry group will vary. These solutions do
exist and in fact appear naturally. The rest of this paper will
be devoted to exhibiting them and discussing their patterns.
In order to better appreciate their significance, it will be
useful to start by discussing the status of the metric
signature in the second-order formalism of general rela-
tivity and in the Einstein-Cartan model.
In general relativity the possibility of classical signature
change remains controversial. One may take the view that
the field equations alone determine what kind of solutions
are allowed. Then, the restriction to globally hyperbolic
spacetimes can be regarded as an ad hoc restriction. Instead,
wemay regard solutionswith closed timelike curves (e.g. the
Gödel and Kerr solutions) to be physically allowed space-
times, as they appear naturally as exact solutions of the
Einstein field equations. Although this view is controversial,
it may equally well be applied to the issue of the signature of
spacetime, i.e. how many space and time dimensions we
have. As a demonstration that signature change is indeed
possible within general relativity one may consider
the Einstein field equations sourced by a minimally
coupled scalar field in Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
2However, we note that the existence of polynomial Lagran-
gians and equations of motion in itself cannot guarantee the
absence of pathological behavior; e.g. consider the equation
dx=dt ¼ x3 whose general solution becomes singular at finite t
for positive initial values of x.
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(FRW) symmetry and search for cosmological solutions
fitting into the ansatz gtt ¼ fðtÞ, where fðtÞ < 0 for t > t0
and fðtÞ > 0 for t < t0 [44–46]. These solutions do exist,
but they are quite distinct from those about to be shown here.
Our solutions are dynamically determined by the evolution
equations; instead the sign of gtt in the second-order
formalism is not determined by the Einstein field equations.
In contrast, the signature of the spacetime metric in four-
dimensional Einstein-Cartan theory is unambiguous, and
signature change is not possible. To see this consider the
SOð1; 3Þ Einstein-Cartan model and recall that the four-
dimensional metric follows from the relation gμν ¼ ηIJeIμeJν .
Because of the signature of the SOð1; 3Þ invariant matrix
ηIJ ¼ diagð−1; 1; 1; 1Þ it is impossible to construct a metric
gμνwith signature ðþ;þ;þ;þÞ for real eIμ. There are caveats
to this argument, found by extending the number of
spacetime dimensions (as opposed to the internal symmetry
group, as in Cartan theory). Since (2) does not assume
invertibility of thematrix eIμ, theremay exist solutionswhere
there are regionswhere themetric has signature ð0;þ;þ;þÞ
or ð−; 0;þ;þÞ, thereby “obliterating” one dimension.
Therefore apparent signature change would be possible,
for example, taking a 5D space with signature
ð−;þ;þ;þ;þÞ and transitioning from degenerate solutions
of the form ð−;þ;þ;þ; 0Þ to those of the form
ð0;þ;þ;þ;þÞ. Similar transitions via degenerate solutions
can be used to implement topology change in the Einstein-
Cartan formalism [47]. Nonetheless it is true that if we
restrict ourselves to a fixed number of target space dimen-
sions, then signature change in the Einstein-Cartan formal-
ism appears forbidden.
By enlarging the internal group to SOð1; 4Þ and then
breaking it via a Higgs field valued on this group, the
situation is quite distinct from these two cases, as we
now show.
V. FRW SYMMETRY
Let us now consider cosmological solutions. These are
solutions that are both homogeneous and isotropic on three-
dimensional submanifolds, i.e. display FRW symmetry.
Because of the fact that the basic variables Aab and Va carry
gauge indices (a; b;…) it is not straightforward to impose
FRW symmetry; i.e. we cannot naively require the sol-
utions to satisfy the standard Killing equations ignoring the
gauge indices. How this problem is circumvented is
explained in detail in Appendix A where it is shown that
the most general functional form in spherical coordinates
ðt; r; θ;φÞ of Aab and Va satisfying FRW symmetry is
Va¼ ðψðtÞ; 0; 0; 0;ϕðtÞÞ; (7)
Aab¼
0
B@
0 BðtÞEj NðtÞE0
−BðtÞEi ωij AðtÞEi
−NðtÞE0 −AðtÞEj 0
1
CA; (8)
where
E1 ¼ dr
KðrÞ ; E
2 ¼ rdθ; E3 ¼ r sin θdφ;
KðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − kr2
p
; k ¼ −1; 0;þ1 (9)
and [28]
ω0i¼BEi; ω12¼−KðrÞ
r
E2−CE3;
ω13¼−KðrÞ
r
E3þCE2; ω23¼−cotθ
r
E3−CE1; (10)
and C ¼ CðtÞ. The curvature Fab becomes
Fkl ¼ − _CϵklmE0Em þ ðkþ B2 − A2 − C2ÞEkEl; (11)
F0j ¼ ð _B − NAÞE0Ej þ BCϵjmnEmEn; (12)
Fj4 ¼ ð _A − NBÞE0Ej þ ACϵjmnEmEn; (13)
where E0 ≡ dt and a dot denotes a derivative with respect
to t.
Note that we have only partially fixed the gauge; i.e. we
have imposed Vi ¼ 0, i ¼ 1; 2; 3, but allowed for a nonzero
V0 ¼ ψðtÞ. This is necessary, since requiring ψ ¼ 0 would
unduly exclude a timelike symmetry breaking field Va and
so be unable to cover a signature change event. Given the
identification (see Sec. II) of eI withDVI when V2 > 0 and
eI ¼ DVI when V2 < 0 and given the ansatz (7) we
identify the three-metric on surfaces of constant t as
follows:
hμν ≡ δijDμViDνVj ≡ aðtÞ2δijEiμEjν; (14)
where the function aðtÞ is the scale factor. To go beyond
this in the general case we need one further formal
development.
A. Covariant formalism
It is possible to cover situations in which spacelike and
timelike Va fields are present by allowing for a different
partial gauge fixing, in which two components of Va are
allowed to be nonvanishing, one spacelike, one timelike. In
using a form for Va with two independent components
ðψ ;ϕÞ we retain a residual SOð1; 1Þ gauge freedom. Under
such a SOð1; 1Þ gauge transformation the components ψ
and ϕ transform as an SOð1; 1Þ vector. Therefore we can
consider a new object, SOð1; 1Þ vector VA ¼ ðψ ;ϕÞ, where
the indices A;B;… (i.e. Latin capitals in the first half of the
alphabet) can only take two values: 0 and 4 [as opposed to
I; J;… used, e.g. in (5), which run from 0 to 3].
Furthermore, by inspection AAi ¼ ðBEi;−AEiÞ transforms
as a one-form valued in the group SOð1; 1Þ × SOð3Þ, which
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we will denote WAEi. Finally it may be checked that AAB
transforms as an SOð1; 1Þ gauge field while ωij, as
expected, transforms as an SOð3Þ gauge field. Therefore
we may express the components of the curvature Fab under
FRW symmetry in a manifestly SOð1; 1Þ × SOð3Þ covar-
iant manner:
Fkl ¼ − _CϵkliE0Ei þ ðk −W2 − C2ÞEkEl; (15)
FAj ¼ DWAE0Ej þWACϵjmnEmEn; (16)
FAB ¼ 0; (17)
where D is the SOð1; 1Þ covariant derivative. Furthermore
we have that
DVi ¼ −WAVAEi; (18)
DVA ¼ DVA: (19)
By comparison with the definition of hμν we may identify
the scale factor
aðtÞ≡ −WAVA; (20)
which, as expected, is a gauge-invariant quantity.
B. Metric tensors
From a Cartan-geometric point of view the metric
structure of the manifold is given by
gμν ¼ PabDμVaDνVb; (21)
where Pab ¼ ηab − VaVbV2 is a projector. However, there are
other symmetric second-rank tensors that can be con-
structed from the pair fAab; Vag. This situation is similar
to that of scalar-tensor theory in the second-order formal-
ism of gravity, i.e. where the fields are a spacetime metric
gμν and scalar field αðtÞ. There one has the freedom to
define a class of other metrics on spacetime via the
following disformal relation [12,48]:
~gμν ≡ ~f1ðαÞgμν − ~f2ðαÞ∂μα∂να; (22)
where a choice of functions ~f1 and ~f2 specifies the
transformation. As α ¼ αðtÞ we have that the non-“time-
time” components of ~gμν and gμν agree up to the time-
dependent scaling ~f1. Analogously, consider the following
tensor:
Gμν≡DμVaDνVa¼ δijDμViDνVjþηABDμVADνVB (23)
and a class of tensors
~Gμν ≡ ~F1ðV2ÞDμVaDνVa þ ~F2ðV2ÞDμV2DνV2: (24)
One particularly important tensor corresponds to the metric
gμν ¼ ηIJeIμeJμ whenever V2 ≡ ηabVaVb > 0 [viz. Eq. (5)]
and is given by the following choice for functions:
gμν ≡

ηab −
VaVb
V2

DμVaDνVb (25)
¼ DμVaDνVa −
1
4V2
DμV2DνV2; (26)
i.e. it is the part of Gμν with gradients of V2 projected out.
We note that when V2 > 0 the signature of gμν is
ð−;þ;þ;þÞ and, as may be checked, when V2 < 0 the
signature of gμν is ðþ;þ;þ;þÞ. At any moment when
∂tV2 ¼ 0 , all ~Gμν are related by a conformal factor ~F1 and
so agree on the metric signature. Note that gμν is not
necessarily well defined at V2 ¼ 0.
VI. CLASSICAL SIGNATURE CHANGE IN
THE SIMPLEST CASE
We first examine the case where the action consists of
only the a1 term and a1 does not depend on V2. We will
refer to this as the a1 action. Note that this action is
identical to the action (3) in the absence of the fixed-norm
constraint upon Va. We now proceed to write this action in
terms of the covariant notation of the previous section:
Sa1 ¼
Z
a1ϵabcdeVeFabFcd ¼
Z
4a1ϵAjklBVBFAjFkl
¼
Z
4a1ϵjklϵABVBðDWAE0Ejðk −W2 − C2ÞEkEl
−WACϵjmnEmEn _CϵkliE0EiÞ
¼
Z
dt4a1V¯AðDWAðk −W2 − C2Þ − 2 _CCWAÞ
×
Z
Σ
ϵjklEjEkEl; (27)
where we have introduced the notation V¯A ≡ ϵABVB. The
integration over the spatial hypersurface Σ can be carried
out trivially and we can read off the FRW reduced action as
Sa1ðFRWÞ ¼
Z
dt4a1ðV¯ADWAðk−W2−C2Þ−2 _CCWAV¯AÞ
¼
Z
dt4a1ðV¯ADWAðk−W2−C2ÞþC2DðWAV¯AÞÞ:
(28)
Varying with respect to N, WA, VA, and C yields
0 ¼ VAWAðk −W2 − C2Þ; (29)
0¼−DV¯Aðk−W2−C2Þþ V¯ADW2−2WAV¯BDWB; (30)
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0 ¼ DW¯Aðk −W2 − C2Þ − 2 _CCW¯A; (31)
0 ¼ CWADV¯A: (32)
Recalling the definition of the scale factor aðtÞ≡ −WAVA,
we recognize that the first equation reads aðk−
W2 − C2Þ ¼ 0. Generally we do not expect the scale factor
to be always zero, so we choose to impose the condition
k −W2 − C2 ¼ 0 in the remaining equations. We make the
following ansatz for WA:
WA ¼ 1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞWA þ 1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞW¯A; (33)
where WAWA ¼ 1. One can check that this ansatz is
indeed consistent with WAWA ¼ ðk − C2Þ. Because of
the unit norm condition onWA, we can always parameter-
ize it as follows:
W0 ¼ sinh fðtÞ; W4 ¼ cosh fðtÞ: (34)
We see from the equations of motion that we must
evaluate DWA. We see that given the ansatz (33) and the
parameterization (34) we may write this covariant
derivative in terms of time derivatives of C and the quantity
DWA ¼ −ð _f þ NÞW¯A ≡NW¯A. Now we use these results
in the equations of motion to yield
0 ¼ _CCW¯A; (35)
0 ¼ −

N a − _CC
a¯þ a
k − C2

WA − _CCV¯A; (36)
0 ¼ −2C

N a − _CC
a¯þ a
k − C2

þ 2C _¯a; (37)
where a¯≡ V¯AWA. Assuming that WA ≠ 0 and C ≠ 0, we
then have that
_C ¼ 0; (38)
_¯a ¼ 0; (39)
N ¼ −ð _f þ NÞ ¼ 0; (40)
whereas the conditionW2 ¼ ðk − C2Þmay be written in the
form
a2 − a¯2 ¼ ðk − C2ÞV2: (41)
It is now important to introduce some notion of proper time.
In Sec. V B we considered two tensors gμν and Gμν from
which we can extract two different proper times both
agreeing with each other in the V2 ¼ const regime.
Using the above results and the definitions (26) and (23)
yields
Gμνdxμdxν ¼
1
k − C2

d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a¯2 þ V2ðk − C2Þ
p
dt
2
dt2
þ a2δijEiμEjν (42)
and
gμνdxμdxν ¼ −
a¯2 _a2
ðk − C2Þ2V2 dt
2 þ a2δijEiμEjν: (43)
From (42) we may define a proper length T according to
Gμνdxμdxν:
dT2 ¼ 1
k − C2
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a¯2 þ V2ðk − C2Þ
q
2
: (44)
First we consider the case where k − C2 > 0. Recalling the
constancy of a¯ and C, this can readily be integrated to
obtain
V2 ¼ − a¯
2
ðk − C2Þ þ
1
4
ðT − T0Þ2; (45)
where T0 is a constant of integration. Furthermore, using
Eq. (41) we have
a2 ¼ ðk − C
2Þ
4
ðT − T0Þ2: (46)
We see then that in terms of T, V2 is negative between times
T ¼ T0  2a¯=ðk − C2Þ1=2, reaching a minimum value of
−a¯2=ðk − C2Þ at T ¼ T0. At T0 we have that a2 ¼ 0. At
other times, V2 > 0 is positive and both V2 and a2 grow
without bound. The solution for the case k − C2 < 0
follows simply from the substitution V2 → −V2 in (45)
and ðk − C2Þ → −ðk − C2Þ in (46).
From (43) we may define an alternative proper length τ
according to gμνdxμdxν. From (43) we see that the sign of
gtt depends only on the sign of V2. For k − C2 > 0 < 1 − a
2
a¯2
we have
dτ ¼ daﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk − C2Þð1 − a2a¯2Þ
q ; (47)
where τ is the proper time. Hence we get
a ¼ a¯ sin
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃðk − C2Þp
a¯
ðτ − τ−Þ

: (48)
For k − C2 > 0 < a2a¯2 − 1 we get
dτ ¼ daﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk − C2Þða2a¯2 − 1Þ
q ; (49)
which integrated becomes
a ¼ a¯ cosh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k − C2
p
ðτ − τþÞ
a¯

: (50)
The corresponding V2ðτÞ can simply be read off from (41).
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Recall the definitions a ¼ −WAVA and a¯ ¼ ϵABWAVB.
For solutions where a and a¯ are nonzero when V2 ¼ 0, the
fieldVA is passing through the null cone fromone-sign norm
to another rather than actually involving the point VA ¼ 0.
Any solutions involving VAðT0Þ ¼ 0 are expected to con-
comitantly have aðT0Þ ¼ a¯ðT0Þ ¼ 0. Any moment where
VA ¼ 0 is a moment where symmetry breaking due to VA is
absent. Such initial data would seem to imply from Eq. (45)
that
V2 ¼ sgnðk − C
2Þ
4
ðT − T0Þ2 ½if VAðT0Þ ¼ 0: (51)
An identical solution follows by requiring that instead only
WAðT0Þ ¼ 0 or VAðT0Þ ¼ WAðT0Þ ¼ 0. It can be checked
that for these solutions GμνðT0Þ ¼ 0.
Note that sgnðGTTÞ¼sgnðk−C2Þ and sgnðgττÞ¼sgnðV2Þ.
Therefore, for example, although V2 changes sign in the
solution described by Eqs. (45) and (46), the sign of GTT is
never negative and so signature change according to the
metric Gμν does not happen. By definition the metric gμν is
directly sensitive to the remnant symmetry of the field
equations given by some V2ðxμÞ: SOð4Þ when gττ > 0 and
SOð1; 3Þ when gττ < 0. We will see in Sec. VII that there
exist solutions for more complicated cases (i.e. cases
involving more parameters of the action being nonzero)
where every possible metric of the class defined in (24)
“agrees” that signature change has taken place.
Clearly then the determinant of whether V2 grows
unbounded with respect to T or τ in regimes where it is
positive or negative depends only on the sign of the
constant of the motion k − C2. The case k − C2 ¼ 0 is
special. From (41) we immediately see that here we have
a2 ¼ a¯2, i.e. a static universe.
A. Interpretation of results
The above solutions display a number of properties that
are unfamiliar from the metric Riemannian perspective. For
example, at different moments during the evolution the
metric components gττ or gij vanish, rendering the space-
time metric noninvertible and degenerate. One may worry
that these instances represent singularities of some kind,
perhaps signified by the divergence of spacetime scalars
which explicitly involve the inverse metric, for instance the
Ricci scalar R≡ gμνRμν which requires a well-defined
metric inverse gμν.
To address these concerns we must keep in mind the
mathematical framework in which these solutions were
obtained. The fundamental field variable in a Cartan-
geometric formulation is not the spacetime metric.
Rather, the fundamental field variables are Va and Aab
which always appear polynomially in the equations. This
should be contrasted to the Einstein field equations in which
the metric inverse appears frequently. Thus, within a metric
Riemannian formulation the absence of a well-defined
metric inverse leads to mathematical difficulties for the
differential equations. In contrast, the solution in Fig. 1
comes from evolving the fields Aab and Va using equations
which are polynomial. When imposing FRW symmetry the
partial differential equations reduces to first-order ordinary
differential equations with respect to a suitable cosmic time
parameter. If the solutions are smooth over the entire
manifold, thus rendering the polynomial Lagrangian
four-form smooth and finite, then it becomes appropriate
to view these solutions as nonsingular. This condition for
acceptability of solutions is more general than the require-
ment that the metric tensor gμνðV; AÞ constructed from the
basic dynamical variables fAab; Vag must always be
invertible.
Furthermore, even though the scale factor a becomes
zero we stress that this has no bearing on what the
underlying topology is. Indeed, the equations of motion
and their solutions are defined on a manifold with topology
either R ×R3 (k ¼ 0), R ×H3 ðk ¼ −1Þ, or R × S3
ðk ¼ 1Þ. That the scale factor may vanish at some time
does not change this.
The solutions (48) and (50) are remarkably simple
and provide a classical realization of the Hartle-Hawking
no-boundary proposal (with one caveat to be discussed
below). When V2 < 0 the scale factor is described
by (48) and, choosing the arbitrary constant τ− to be 0,
yields the following spacetime metric for jτj < τþ≡
πa¯=ð2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k − C2
p
Þ:
FIG. 1 (color online). Evolution of the modulus of the scale
factor for a solution following from an action described by an a1
term for the case k ¼ 1, C ¼ 0. gtt < 0 for green areas/parts of
hyperboloid surfaces and gtt > 0 for blue areas/parts of spherical
surfaces. Evolution is displayed with respect to a Cartesian
coordinate of a flat space (blue region) or spacetime (green
region), which one may consider the surface to be piecewise
embedded in. As discussed in Sec. VI A, care must be taken for the
interpretation of the interface between green and blue regions and
the meeting of the “south and north pole” within the blue region.
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gμνdxμdxν ¼ dτ2 þ a¯2sin2
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 − C2Þp
a¯
τ

dΩ23 (52)
¼ a¯
2
1 − C2
ðdβ2 þ ð1 − C2Þsin2βdΩ23Þ; (53)
where β ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1−C2Þ
p
a¯ τ, dΩ
2
3 is the metric of the unit three-
sphere, andwe have used the fact that k ¼ 1 for this solution.
We see that when C ¼ 0 this is the metric of a four-sphere
with radius a¯. However, the solution obtained from the
Cartan-geometric equations of motion do not “stop” at the
south pole. Instead, as shown in Fig. 1, attached to the south
pole we find a north pole and the solution extends “past” the
south pole. This must be contrasted to the Hartle-Hawking
no-boundary proposal in which it would be nonsensical to
ask what “happened before” the big bang as this would be
like asking “what is south of the south pole?”. We might be
worried about the potentially unhealthy looking “pinch” in
the geometry (the moment τ ¼ 0), joining a south pole to a
north pole. However, within the polynomial Cartan-geo-
metric formulation such a pinch is more accurately thought
of as a “moment” where the scale factor is zero and the
spatial metric degenerate over a submanifold with the
topology of S3.
We see that the particular form of a solution (i.e. that the
scale factor a becomes zero) does not dictate the underlying
topology in a Cartan-geometric formulation. Indeed, this
example is highly reminiscent of the example considered by
Horowitz [47] for the metric gμνdxμdxν ¼ −dt2 þ t2dx2þ
dy2 þ dz2, where x; y; z are identified with xþ 1;
yþ 1; zþ 1, respectively. For y and z constant the two-
metric is that of a cone when t ≠ 0. For t ¼ 0 the metric is
noninvertible but in the Einstein-Cartan formulation of
gravity the solution yielding this metric is described by
fields eI and ωIJ which are smooth for −∞ ≤ t ≤ þ∞.
Again, the polynomial character of the Einstein-Cartan
equations of motion removes the necessity of a well-defined
metric inverse.
For 0 < C < 1, the factor
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − C2
p
may be absorbed into
the definition of angular coordinates on the three-sphere,
attenuating their range by this factor. This would appear to
be a higher-dimensional generalization of the “American
football” geometry that can be achieved by removing an
angular section covering azimuthal angle ϕ0 from a two-
sphere (see for example Fig. 1 of [49]). Treated as a metric
geometry, one would usually regard β ¼ 0 as the “location”
of a conical singularity; as in the case where C ¼ 0 though,
it seems more accurate in this case to think of this again as
the location of a degenerate spatial metric.3
When V2 > 0 the scale factor is described by (50) and
yields the following spacetime metric for jτj > τþ:
gμνdxμdxν ¼ dτ2 þ a¯2cosh2
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð1 − C2Þp
a¯
ðτ − τþÞ

dΩ23
(54)
¼ a¯
2
1 − C2
ðdα2 þ ð1 − C2Þcosh2ðα − αþÞdΩ23Þ;
(55)
where V2ðτþÞ ¼ 0. This metric corresponds to the metric of
de Sitter spacetime with de Sitter radius a¯ when C ¼ 0. It
may be checked that the curvature tensor Fab ¼ 0 vanishes
here, as one may expect.
The moment where V2 ¼ 0marks the transition between
Euclidean and Lorentzian regimes. In line with our pre-
vious remarks there is nothing pathological here as our
basic fields are smooth, continuous, and differentiable at
this moment just as at all other points on the manifold.
Whether this behavior persists following the introduction of
realistic matter content is quite another issue and we
postpone this question for future work. However, we note
that geodesics are well behaved in the geometry of Fig. 1
(see e.g. [44]). Furthermore, it is encouraging to note that
actions for matter may be readily constructed which are
polynomial in matter and the fields fAab; Vag and free of
terms which require invertibility of the metric [34,51].
Another way to further probe whether signature change and
“pinches” cause problems is to study perturbations of Va
and Aab around this background solution.
VII. ADDING OTHER TERMS TO THE a1 ACTION
We have seen in Sec. II that the terms due to a1 reduce to
the Palatini action plus cosmological constant when V2 is
constant. However, the solutions of Sec. VI do not
dynamically lead to a freezing of V2 and therefore an
approximate reduction to Einstein gravity. This means that
although this model is a good toy model for signature
change in the first-order formalism, it cannot be taken as a
viable model for our Universe. It is therefore necessary to
consider what happens if other terms are “switched on,”
together with a1, in the hope that this may lead to more
realistic models. This will also give us some insight into the
robustness of the signature change solution of the previous
section. A simple addition is to consider a b2 term along-
side the a1 term of (4). This term explicitly contains
gradients of V2 and so should be sensitive to the dynamics
of V2. In FRW symmetry, the a1 − b2 action takes the form
Sa1b2 ¼
Z
dt4a1ðV¯ ·DWðk −W2Þ þ C2W ·DV¯
− χCV ·DVðW · VÞ2Þ; (56)
where χ ≡ b2=8a1. As in the case where only the a1 term is
nonzero, variation with respect to N yields the constraint
3Interestingly, this interpretation of degenerate metrics on
submanifolds of R × S3 manifolds has been examined in detail
for the case where the metric is degenerate not on S3 submani-
folds but R × S2 submanifolds; i.e. the spatial metric is taken to
be degenerate on S2 submanifolds of S3 and for all moments of
time rather than merely an instant as in this case [29,50].
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aðW2 − kþ C2Þ ¼ 0: (57)
Therefore we may again make the ansatz (33) expressing
WA as a function of k, C2 and the unit-spacelike vectorWA,
which again is parameterized by a function fðtÞ. After
calculation (detailed in Appendix C) it can be shown that
the remaining field equations may be cast in the form
ð _V2Þ ¼ −N ða − a¯Þ
χCV2
; (58)
_C ¼ N ða − a¯Þa¯
CV2
; (59)
_¯a ¼ −N ða − a¯Þða
2 − 2C2V2Þ
2C2V2
; (60)
where we recall thatN ≡ −ð _f þ NÞ. Additionally we have
the constraint provided by the N equation of motion:
a2 − a¯2 ¼ ðk − C2ÞV2: (61)
As in the case where only a1 is nonzero, we may use the
forms of gtt and Gtt to relate the coordinate t to the proper
distances τ and T:
gtt ¼ −N 2
ðk − C2Þ2ða2χV2 − a¯CÞ2
4χ2a2ðaþ a¯Þ2C4V2 ; (62)
Gtt ¼ −N 2
ðk − C2ÞðCðk − C2Þ þ a2χðaþ a¯ÞÞðCðC2 − kÞ þ a2χða − a¯ÞÞ
4χ2a2ðaþ a¯Þ2C4 : (63)
This fully specifies our mathematical problem. However, a
further manipulation significantly clarifies the presentation
of its solutions.
A. Dimensionless quantities
In our equations we have only one dimensionful con-
stant, namely χ which has dimensions of L−3. The
magnitude jχj only serves to rescale the variables in a
solution and it is therefore a good idea to eliminate it by
introducing dimensionless variables:
a ¼ αjχj−1=3; a¯ ¼ α¯jχj−1=3; C ¼ C;
V2 ¼ V2jχj−2=3 (64)
The equations of motion then take the form
_V2 ¼ −N ðα − α¯Þ
CV2
; (65)
_C ¼ N ðα − α¯Þα¯
CV2
; (66)
_¯α ¼ −N ðα − α¯Þðα
2 − 2C2V2Þ
2C2V2
; (67)
while the constraint becomes
α2 − α¯2 ¼ ðk − C2ÞV2 (68)
and the tt component of the metrics gμν and Gμν turn into
jχj2=3gtt ¼ −N 2
ðk − C2Þ2ðα2V2 − α¯CÞ2
4α2ðαþ α¯Þ2C4V2 ; (69)
jχj2=3Gtt ¼ −N 2
ðk − C2ÞðCðk − C2Þ þ α2ðαþ α¯ÞÞðCðC2 − kÞ þ α2ðα − α¯ÞÞ
4α2ðαþ α¯Þ2C4 : (70)
These are the variables in terms of which we will explore
the space of solutions for our theory.
B. Solutions
Collectively we have five fields N ðtÞ;αðtÞ;α¯ðtÞ;CðtÞ;
V2ðtÞ. We choose a form of N such that, via (69), the
coordinate time t coincides with proper time τ. Equations
(65) to (67) are first-order evolution equations and soweneed
to specify the values of fields at some initial moment τ0 in
order to solve them. In choosing initial data αðτ0Þ, Cðτ0Þ, and
V2ðτ0Þ we can further obtain a value for α¯ðτ0Þ via the
constraint equation (68). As this involves taking a square
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root, there are two allowable values of α¯ðτ0Þ for each
fαðτ0Þ; Cðτ0Þ;V2ðτ0Þg: þjα¯ðτ0Þj and −jα¯ðτ0Þj. By inspec-
tion of the equations of motion, evolution from initial data
fαðτ0Þ; Cðτ0Þ;V2ðτ0Þ;−jα¯ðτ0Þjg is of identical functional
form to evolution from initial data f−αðτ0Þ;−Cðτ0Þ;
V2ðτ0Þ;þjα¯ðτ0Þjg. Therefore, in exploring the solution
space, it is sufficient to always consider the value
þjα¯ðτ0Þj as the evolution from considering the other square
root may be found by simply considering different initial
values for the triple fα; C;V2g.
We have investigated the properties of this system
numerically in detail for the case k ¼ 1, finding the general
properties illustrated and enumerated in the parametric
plots of solutions αðτÞ and V2ðτÞ displayed in Fig. 2.
Figure 3, plotting fαðτÞ; CðτÞ;V2ðτÞg, illustrates further
these various cases, showing that the contorsion scalar CðτÞ
plays a crucial role in the diversity of these solutions. The
following qualitatively different types of solution (labeled
in Fig. 2) may be identified:
(1) In case 1 there is no signature change. From Fig. 2 it
can be seen that the magnitude of the dimensionless
scale factor α tends to ∞ asymptotically, reaching a
finite minimum value at an intermediate time. This
may be interpreted as eternal contraction of the
universe, pause of contraction at finite α, then an
infinite period of expansion; i.e. the solutions
describe a nonsingular bouncing universe with
unchanging metric signature. Cases 1(a) and 1(b)
represent indistinguishable universes—they differ
only by arbitrary choice of orientation of the basis
one-forms Ei. V2 asymptotically tends to differing
constant values of the same sign as proper time tends
to −∞ and þ∞. By inspection of the action (5) we
see then that asymptotically we recover Lorentzian
general relativity with differing, necessarily positive,
values of the cosmological constant Λ.
(2) In case 2, V2 oscillates eternally between positive
and negative values as illustrated in Fig. 4. As also
shown, α also oscillates around α ¼ 0 eternally,
reaching a maximal jαj before returning to α ¼ 0.
Although α ¼ 0 is crossed the solution is non-
singular. In all cycles as the universe contracts below
21012
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1
2
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10
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FIG. 3 (color online). Three-dimensional parametric plot dis-
playing solutions in terms of αðτÞ, V2ðτÞ and CðτÞ. We have
plotted the same cases which appear in Fig. 2 but dropped the
labels for clarity. As in Fig. 2, green sections (V2 > 0) represent
Lorentzian signature; blue denotes (V2 < 0) Euclidean signature.
FIG. 2 (color online). Parametric plot displaying the dimensionless scale factor as a function of proper time, αðτÞ, and the SOð1; 4Þ
norm of the gravitational Higgs field as a function of proper time, V2ðτÞ, for the system where a1 and b2 are nonzero. We have labeled
the various qualitatively different cases, as referred to in the main text. Lines and sections of line in green (V2 > 0) represent Lorentzian
signature; those in blue (V2 < 0) denote Euclidean signature.
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a certain size, and before it expands beyond the same
size, there is an Euclidean phase. There is also a
crossing of α ¼ 0 in the Lorentzian phase. Thus we
have eternal oscillations around α ¼ 0 up to a
maximal jαj, with an oscillation between Euclidian
and Lorentzian signatures in each cycle.
(3) In case 3, V2 asymptotes to the same, constant
positive value of V2 as proper time tends to −∞ and
þ∞, thus once again asymptotically recovering
general relativity with identical, positive cosmologi-
cal constant in each limit. In between these limits, as
illustrated in Fig. 4, V2 transitions to a negative
value; during this period of negative V2, α passes
through zero (without singularity). Thus, we have
contraction from α ¼ −∞ to α ¼ 0 followed by
expansion to α ¼ ∞, with an Euclidian phase
around α ¼ 0, and Lorentzian Einstein gravity
asymptotically. The value of the cosmological con-
stant Λ asymptotically is positive and identical in
each case.
(4) In case 4, V2 asymptotes to the same, positive
constant value of V2. Although varying in between
these limits, V2 never changes sign, and so the
universe is always Lorentzian. Unlike case 1, this
case involves α passing through zero. Like case 3, we
have contraction from α ¼ −∞ to α ¼ 0 followed by
expansion to α ¼ ∞, but without signature change.
(5) Case 5 may be seen as an Euclidean mirror image of
case 4. V2 asymptotes to the same, negative constant
value of V2 and does not change sign in between
these limits. As in case 4, α passes through 0. By
considering the analog of the action (5) it would be
found that asymptotically it is Euclidean general
relativity with a negative cosmological constant that
is recovered. The geometry of such a solution in
general relativity is that of a surface −w2 þ x2 þ
y2 þ z2 þ v2 ¼ −const2 embedded in a five-
dimensional Minkowski space of signature
ð−;þ;þ;þ;þÞ; i.e. the surface is a higher-
dimensional hyperboloid of two-sheets. The inter-
vening modification to general relativity may be
seen as an Euclidean “bridge” that joins surfaces
together that asymptote to the above two sheets.
(6) Case 6 may be seen as the mirror image of case 3.
Now the universe is Euclidean either side of a
Lorentzian phase around α ¼ 0. The Euclidean
regimes asymptote to Euclidean general relativity
with a negative cosmological constant as in case 5.
(7) Cases 7(a) and 7(b) may be seen as the Euclidean
mirror image of cases 1(a) and 1(b), respectively.
It is noteworthy that the majority of these cases asymptote
to general relativity (either Lorentzian or Euclidean) with a
cosmological constant that gives rise to a scale factor
varying exponentially with respect to the parameter τ. In
Fig. 5 we pick two of these cases to illustrate the point made
at the end of Sec. V, regarding the different possible metrics
that can be adopted. We see that for the solution which
contains an Euclidean regime between asymptotically
4 2 2 4
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4 2 2 4
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1
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3
FIG. 4 (color online). The evolution of V2 and α as a function of proper time τ for a solution containing an Euclidean region between
asymptotically Lorentzian general relativity (dashed line) and a solution with oscillating sign of V2 (solid line).
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FIG. 5 (color online). Plot of Gττ (solid line) vs gττ (dashed line) as a function of parameter τ for asymptotically Lorentzian general
relativity solution (left) and oscillating signature solution (right).
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Lorentzian general relativity regimes, the signs of Gττ and
gττ do not always agree but agree at large jτj; for the
solution with oscillating signature of the metric gμν, we note
that the signs of Gττ and gττ always agree.
Finally we can consider the nature of the solutions with
VaðT0Þ ¼ 0 and/or WaðT0Þ ¼ 0. By inspection the con-
tribution of the b2 term to the equations of motion
completely vanishes in this limit and so for T → T0 we
expect solutions to asymptote to the corresponding case
when only a1 ≠ 0. Consequently for T close to T0, V2 will
evolve as in (51), and in doing so its evolution will become
sensitive to the influence of terms in the equations of
motion due to the b2 term. It is conceivable that regimes
exist in the early Universe with Va ¼ 0, so that the SOð1; 1Þ
symmetry is unbroken by the Higgs field. If that does
happen, with a phase transition leading to broken sym-
metry, it is interesting to speculate whether there may be
remnant topological defects corresponding to, for instance,
signature change surfaces.
VIII. MORE GENERAL ACTIONS AND
QUINTESSENCE
Thus far we have not considered the effects of the
fa2; a3; b1; b3; c1g. In Appendix B, the action for arbitrary,
constant fai; bi; c1g in FRW symmetry is presented up to
boundary terms. Some general aspects of the influence of
these terms were discussed in [41] without any particular
spacetime symmetry assumed. By way of simplification, it
may be shown that for constant a3, the accompanying
contribution to the Lagrangian is a boundary term and so
will not contribute classically to the dynamics. Furthermore
it may be shown via integration by parts that a constant a2
term contributes identically to the equations of motion as
does the term b3. It is notable that a particular subcase of
the action (4) corresponds to the widely studied Peebles-
Ratra quintessence model; this is the case where only b1
and b2 are nonzero. This is proved for a general Lorentzian
spacetime (i.e. a spacetime where we may assume V2 > 0)
in [41]. Considered as a specific case of (5) and assuming
that b1 and b2 are constant we have
Sb1b2 ½ϕ; eI;ωIJ ¼
Z
b1ϕϵIJKL

eIeJRKL −
1
ϕ2
eIeJeKeL

þ b2ϕ
2
2
ðTITI − eIeJRIJÞÞ: (71)
From the equations of motion obtained by varying with
respect to ωIJ we may solve for the contorsion CIJ:
CIJ ¼
1
2ϕ2
e½I∂Jϕ2 þ b2
8b1ϕ
ϵIJKL∂Kϕ2eL; (72)
where ∂L ≡ eμL∂μ. Inserting this solution into the action
(71) we obtain an action that is a functional only of ϕ and
gμν ≡ ηIJeIμeJν . Upon a conformal rescaling of ~gμν ¼ ϕgμν
and redefinition of ϕ by a constant factor one recovers, up
to boundary terms,
S0b1b2 ¼
Z
d4
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−~g
p 
κ1 ~R − ~gμν∂μϕ∂νϕ − κ2ϕ3

: (73)
This is an example of Peebles-Ratra quintessence [42,52],
and it would be interesting to investigate how a signature
change scenario could be integrated with a late-time
acceleration period, and how they would interact. We have
confirmed numerically that a system with nonzero
fa1; b1; b2g can indeed exhibit an intermediate signature
change regime between asymptotically tending to Peebles-
Ratra quintessence as described by (73); however, we defer
to a future publication a more comprehensive analysis of
the full parameter space of these theories.
IX. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have examined extensions of general
relativity which are natural from the point of view of the
first-order or “Einstein-Cartan” formalism but not within
the context of the second-order formalism. The idea used
for modifying the dynamics is similar in flavor to the
compactification of extra spacetime dimensions, but
instead it is based on the introduction of a larger internal
symmetry group, which is then broken (i.e. “internally
compactified”) to the usual Lorentz group. This is achieved
by a mechanism reminiscent of the Englert-Brout-Higgs-
Guralnik-Hagen-Kibble mechanism for the electroweak
interactions, and the idea was used before [31,34] to
explain the awkward existence of the tetrad, beside the
gauge field, in the Einstein-Cartan formulation [51]. The
glaring presence of a metric field sets gravity apart from
other other field theories in physics (though of course they
couple to the metric). By extending the gauge group (for
example, to the de Sitter group) and then spontaneously
breaking it by means of a “gravitational Higgs field” Va,
the tetrad emerges naturally. In the approaches of [31,34]
the symmetry breaking field is nondynamically forced to
have a constant modulus (and be spacelike). By dropping
this restriction we are naturally led to an extension of
Einstein-Cartan gravity. As we have demonstrated in this
paper, many solutions are characterized by V2 approaching
a constant value for large proper times jτj and so reduce to
Einstein gravity with cosmological constant. That this is
indeed possible is by no means trivial given the unfamiliar
form of the polynomial action (4).
That V2 settles down to a constant value would appear
similar to symmetry breaking in the electroweak theory
where jΦj2 attains a constant value at sufficiently small
energies. However, it should be stressed that the dynamical
reasons for this behavior are distinct. In the electroweak
theory the constancy of jΦj2 is due to the Mexican hat
shaped potential which is designed to have a specific
minimum. In contrast, the approach to a constant V2 in
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the a1 − b2 action is not due to some Mexican hat shaped
potential, not even in disguise. This can immediately be
understood from the fact that different solutions to the same
equations of motion can have different asymptotic values of
V2. This is not possible within the electroweak theory since
the asymptotic value of jΦj2 always coincides with the
minimum value of the Mexican hat potential. Thus, within
this action is a new mechanism for achieving a constant
value of V2. By recasting the equation for V2 into a second-
order form we see that a viscous term appears and this
suggests that the constancy of V2 is caused by “friction”
causing the velocity jdV2=dτj to decrease. Note that this
mechanism is entirely distinct from the mechanism dis-
covered in [41] wherein it was found that certain combi-
nations of fai; bi; cig terms in the action were equivalent to
a scalar-tensor theory equipped with a potential with stable
minimum at nonzero V2. We leave it for future inves-
tigations to determine whether the former, new symmetry
breaking mechanism also works outside the cosmological
framework developed in this paper.
Indeed, the theory discussed in this paper is very general
and is represented by the action (5). It turns out to be a theory
with an Einstein-Cartan term and a cosmological “constant,”
as well as Holst term, Euler, Pontryagin and Nieh-Yan
boundary terms; however all these terms appear multiplied
by factors that depend on a fieldϕ (representing themodulus
of Va) in a very specific form laid out in Eq. (6). Therefore
the usual “boundary terms” are no longer necessarily pure
boundary terms. Newton’s “constant” and Lambda are also
typically functions of ϕ. In fact, the cosmological term can
never be independent ofϕ constant for actions polynomial in
fAab; Vag, and specifically we recover the Peebles-Ratra
quintessence model. The field ϕ has propagating dynamics,
even though this is not evident in the first-order action and
only becomes clear when we eliminate degrees of freedom,
appealing to the torsion equation.
Remarkably this new theory allows for “deterministic”
classical signature change in the following sense. As
explained in Sec. IV, it is possible to construct solutions
in the second-order formalism which appear to change
signature classically. Although such solutions exist, one
may argue that they do not appear naturally within the
standard metric formulation. To quote Ellis et al. [44],
“The Einstein field equations by themselves do not deter-
mine the spacetime signature; that is imposed as an extra
assumption.” In contrast we see that in the theory envisaged
here the signature changes has part of the “deterministic”
classical dynamics of a gravitational Higgs field. The
phenomenon occurswhenever the dynamics takes the field’s
SOð1; 4Þ norm, VaVa, from positive to negative, or vice
versa.We have found a large array of such solutions, ranging
from very simple to very complex, some more realistic than
others.
Specifically, we noted that the form of the functions
multiplying the various terms in the action depends on the
coefficients chosen for the unbroken theory. In the simplest
case we can turn on only one of these terms, the “a1 term.”
A very simple analytical solution, exhibiting signature
change, was found in Sec. VI. Unfortunately when we
study solutions to this theory we found that it never
becomes Einstein-Cartan asymptotically; i.e. the modulus
of the symmetry breaking field never stabilizes. We can
regard it as a useful toy model for signature change in
modified gravity, but nonetheless were led to seek more
complex, but more realistic solutions in Sec. VII, based on
adding on more terms to the action (the “b2 term,”
specifically).
In this context we found a large array of solutions,
including some which do asymptote to Einstein gravity
when the universe is large, but experience signature change
when the universe is small, first in a contracting, then in an
expanding phase. We have also found other interesting
oddities, such as eternally oscillating universes, with the
signature oscillating between Lorentzian and Euclidian. We
find also many solutions without signature change, both
Euclidean and Lorentzian. In particular there are bouncing
universes without signature change in this model. Whether
or not these classical solutions are realized, it is of note that
they would have to be included in any gravitational path
integral.
In closing we mention a few open issues, left unresolved
in this paper. The coefficients fai; bi; cig (which could be
promoted to functions of available de Sitter invariant
scalars such as V2) collectively amount to a vast parameter
space. We have explored only a small corner of this space,
with interesting conclusions, but the question arises as to
whether these features are generic within these models, and
whether other types of behavior exist. It is conceivable that
more basic principles may ultimately place restrictions on
the expected relative size of the fai; bi; cig. By way of
example, it is known that the Lagrangian ϵabcdeVeFabFcd
in isolation can arise following dimensional compactifica-
tion of a five-dimensional theory based on the Chern-
Simons five-form for the group SOð1; 5Þ [53].
In addition one can investigate the effects of matter
coupling in the Cartan gravity description. The coupling of
spinor, scalar, and gauge fields to the gravitational fields
fAab; Vag in the limit where the norm V2 is fixed has been
investigated [34,51]. Generalization to the case of a truly
dynamical V2 remains; one may wonder whether, for
instance, the presence of a matter scalar field prevents
signature change from happening. Is there a deeper insight
into what happens to scalar field dynamics in the presence
of signature change in Cartan gravity vs metric general
relativity? We hope to devote some work in the future to a
more comprehensive exploration of these theories.
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APPENDIX A: IMPOSING FRW SYMMETRY
The cosmological principle dictates that the Universe is
spatially homogeneous and isotropic at large scales. Such
symmetry is commonly referred to as FRW symmetry.
From a mathematical point of view we require that our
solutions are invariant under diffeomorphisms representing
rotations and translations or transvections. If space is three-
dimensional, we have three rotations and three translations
and thus our symmetry group should be six-dimensional;
i.e. we have six Killing vectors which can be shown to take
the form (see e.g. [28])
ξðiÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − kr2
p ∂
∂xi ; ξðijÞ ¼ xi
∂
∂xj − xj
∂
∂xi ; (A1)
where k ¼ −1; 0;þ1, r2 ¼ δijxixj and the xi coordinates
are related to spherical coordinates ðr; θ;φÞ in the manner
that Cartesian coordinates are. Indeed for our purposes it is
more convenient to express these Killing vectors in
spherical coordinates:
ξð12Þ ¼ ∂φ; ξð31Þ ¼ cosφ∂θ − sinφtan θ ∂φ;
ξð23Þ ¼ − sinφ∂θ − cosφtan θ ∂φ: (A2)
The different values of k correspond to the only three
possible groups that are compatible with homogeneity and
isotropy:
(i) k ¼ 0.—The commutators of these six Killing vec-
tors satisfy the Lie algebra of the inhomogeneous
Euclidean group ISOð3Þ, i.e. the symmetry group of
an infinite flat Euclidean space.
(ii) k ¼ þ1.—The commutators of these six Killing
vectors satisfy the Lie algebra SOð4Þ, i.e. the
symmetry group of the three-sphere S3.
(iii) k ¼ −1.—The commutators of these six Killing
vectors satisfy the Lie algebra of SOð1; 3Þ, i.e. the
symmetry group of an infinite hyperbolic three-
dimensional space.
To achieve homogeneity and isotropy in the metric for-
mulation we would simply impose the conditions
LξðiÞgμν ¼ LξðijÞgμν ¼ 0;
where Lξ is the Lie derivative along a vector field ξ and
geometrically is understood as an infinitesimal diffeomor-
phism. However, Cartan gravity operates with different
fundamental variables from that of the second-order metric
general relativity. Instead of a metric tensor gμν we have the
two objects: a scalar Va and a connection Aab both valued
in the Lie algebra soð1; 4Þ. The presence of nontensor
indices, i.e. the SOð1; 4Þ gauge indices a and b, poses some
challenges for how to impose FRW symmetry on our
variables, i.e. homogeneity and isotropy. The reason for this
is that any equation such as LξðiÞV
a ¼ 0, as may be
checked, is not gauge covariant. One suitable approach
is to require that all the possible SOð1; 4Þ invariant tensors
built out of the pair fAab; Vag should exhibit FRW
symmetry. For example, in an open set where V2 > 0
we can always gauge fix so that Va¼ ϕδa4 and eI¼DVI. This
cotetrad eIμ must yield a FRW symmetric metric gμν ¼
ηIJeIμeJν (see e.g. [54]):
gtt ¼ gttðtÞ; grr ¼
a2ðtÞ
KðrÞ2 ; gθθ ¼ a
2ðtÞr2;
gφφ ¼ a2ðtÞr2sin2θ; KðrÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − kr2
p
: (A3)
A convenient choice of cotetrad eIμ that yields (A3) is
e0t ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
jgttj
p
; e1 ¼ aðtÞ
KðrÞ dr; e
2 ¼ aðtÞrdθ;
e3 ¼ aðtÞr sin θdφ: (A4)
Furthermore, whenever the inverse eμI of e
I
μ exists the
torsion tensor
Tμνρ ≡ eρI TμνI (A5)
must also display FRW symmetry, i.e. satisfy LξðiÞTμν
ρ ¼
LξðijÞTμν
ρ ¼ 0 which yields the most general functional
form [28]
Tθφr ¼ fðtÞr2KðrÞ sin θ; Trθφ ¼
fðtÞ
KðrÞ sin θ ;
Trφθ ¼ −
fðtÞ sin θ
KðrÞ ; Ttr
r ¼ Ttθθ ¼ Ttφφ ¼ gðtÞ (A6)
or using TI ¼ 1
2
eIρTμνρdxμdxν
Ti ¼ gðtÞeie0 þ fðtÞϵijkejek: (A7)
It may further be checked that T0 ¼ 0. Using the
definition of the torsion two-form TI ¼ deI þ ωIJeJ allows
us to read off the most general functional form of the spin
connection ωIJ:
ω0i¼BðtÞEi; ω12¼−KðrÞ
r
E2−CðtÞE3;
ω13¼−KðrÞ
r
E3þCðtÞE2; ω23¼−cotθ
r
E3−CðtÞE1:
(A8)
In the gauge Va¼ ϕδa4 we can now deduce the most general
functional form of the SOð1; 4Þ connection
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Aab¼
0
B@
0 BðtÞEj NðtÞE0
−BðtÞEi ωij AðtÞEi
−NðtÞE0 −AðtÞEj 0
1
CA: (A9)
We stress that this functional form of Aab was obtained
under the assumption that Va is spacelike. However, it is
straightforward to verify that starting with a timelike Va
yields the same functional form for Aab. Therefore (A9) is
the most general FRW symmetric form of Aab.
From the gravitational Higgs field Va we can form the
gauge-invariant scalar V2 ¼ ηabVaVb. Imposing FRW
symmetry yield V2 ¼ V2ðtÞ. Secondly, we can always
adopt a gauge such that Vi¼ 0. Therefore the form of the
gravitational Higgs field is
Va¼ ðψðtÞ; 0; 0; 0;ϕðtÞÞ: (A10)
APPENDIX B: GENERAL ACTION
Imposing FRW symmetry on the action (4) yields, up to
boundary terms,
S ¼
Z
Ldt≡
Z
ðLa1 þ La2 þ Lb1 þ Lb2 þ Lc1Þdt; (B1)
where
La1 ¼ 4a1ð−ϵABVADWBðk−W2−C2Þ−2ϵABWAVBCDCÞ
¼ 4a1ϵABðVBDWAðk−W2ÞþC2WADVBÞ; (B2)
La2 ¼ 2a2CWAVAVBDWB; (B3)
Lb1 ¼ 2b1ðWAVAϵBCVBDVCðk −W2 − C2Þ
− ðWAVAÞ2ϵBCVBDWCÞ; (B4)
Lb2 ¼ −
b2
2
CðWAVAÞ2DV2; (B5)
Lc1 ¼ 4c1ðWAVAÞ3ϵBCVBDVC: (B6)
The contribution due to the b3 term is largely similar to the
contribution to the a2 term.
APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF a1b2
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The a1 − b2 action is given by
Sa1b2 ¼
Z
dt4a1ðV¯ADWAðk −W2Þ þ C2WADV¯A
− χCVADVAðWBVBÞ2Þ;
which yields the equations of motion
N∶ 0 ¼ V ·Wðk −W2 − C2Þ; (C1)
WA∶ 0 ¼ −DðV¯Aðk −W2 − C2ÞÞ − 2V¯BDWBWA
− 2 _CCV¯A −
χ
2
VACDV2ðW · VÞ; (C2)
VA∶ 0 ¼ −DW¯Aðk −W2 − C2Þ þ 2 _CCW¯A
þ χVADðCðW · VÞ2Þ − χCDV2WAðW · VÞ; (C3)
C∶ 0 ¼ 2CWADV¯A −
χ
2
DV2ðW · VÞ2: (C4)
Adopting the solution 0 ¼ k −W2 − C2 to the N equation
of motion and implementing this restriction in the remain-
ing equations we have
WA∶ 0 ¼ 2 _CCV¯A þ 2V¯BDWBWA þ
χ
2
VACDV2ðW · VÞ;
(C5)
VA∶ 0¼ 2 _CCW¯AþχVADðCðW ·VÞ2Þ−χWACDV2ðW ·VÞ;
(C6)
C∶ 0 ¼ 2CWADV¯A −
χ
2
DV2ðW · VÞ2: (C7)
Let us then make the following ansatz for WA:
WA ¼ 1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞWA þ 1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞW¯A; (C8)
where WAWA ¼ 1. As may be checked we have
W2 ¼ 1
4
ððk − C2 þ 1Þ2W2 þ ðk − C2 − 1Þ2W¯2Þ
¼ 1
4
ððk − C2 þ 1Þ2 − ðk − C2 − 1Þ2Þ ¼ k − C2; (C9)
and we also have
DWA¼1
2
ðk−C2þ1ÞDWAþ1
2
ðk−C2−1ÞDW¯A
− _CCðWAþW¯AÞ¼N W¯A− _CCðWAþW¯AÞ; (C10)
which yields
V¯ADWA ¼ V¯AðN W¯A − _CCðWA þ W¯AÞÞ
¼ Na − _CCðV¯ ·W − V ·WÞ; (C11)
a ¼ −VAWA ¼
1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞV¯ ·W
−
1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞV ·W; (C12)
a¯ ¼ V¯AWA ¼
1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞV¯ ·W − 1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞV ·W:
(C13)
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Furthermore using Eqs. (C12) and (C13) we have that
a¯þ a ¼ 1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞV¯ ·W − 1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞV ·W
þ 1
2
ðk − C2 þ 1ÞV¯ ·W − 1
2
ðk − C2 − 1ÞV ·W
¼ ðk − C2ÞðV¯ ·W − V ·WÞ (C14)
so that
V¯ADWA ¼ N a − _CCðV¯ ·W − V ·WÞ
¼ N a − _CC a¯þ a
k − C2
: (C15)
Using the above expressions in the equations of motion
(C5)–(C7) and contracting the equations variously withWA
with W¯A we have
0 ¼ ðk − C2ÞCDV2 − _Ca2 − 2C _aa; (C16)
0 ¼ − _CCðk − C2Þ − ðχ _Ca2 þ 2χC _aaÞa¯; (C17)
0 ¼ −

N a − _CC
a¯þ a
k − C2

ðk − C2Þ − _CCa¯
− χaCaDV2; (C18)
_C ¼ −χa¯DV2; (C19)
0 ¼ −2C

N a − _CC
a¯þ a
k − C2

þ 2C _¯a − χa2DV2: (C20)
Thus we see we have written the evolution equations for
this system in terms of time derivatives of gauge-invariant
quantities fa; a¯; C; V2g. Multiplying the constraint con-
dition 0 ¼ k −W2 − C2 by V2 we obtain the constraint
a2 − a¯2 ¼ ðk − C2ÞV2 ¼ ða − a¯Þðaþ a¯Þ, which may be
used to eliminate k from Eqs. (C16) and (C20):
_a ¼ −N a − a¯
2χC2V2
Cðk − C2Þ þ χa¯a2
a
; (C21)
DV2 ¼ −N 2C a − a¯
2χC2V2
; (C22)
_C ¼ N 2χa¯C a − a¯
2χC2V2
; (C23)
_¯a ¼ N a − a¯
2χC2V2
χð2C2V2 − a2Þ: (C24)
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